Markets go up, markets go down. But over
time they’ve always gone up more than
they’ve gone down. Good news for sure
and in looking ahead, we expect this to be
the case in the medium to longer term
going forward. Wealth management
companies that do better than others over
this time frame, do so for various reasons,
but identifying which companies offer
better value than others is a big part of this.
At EdgePoint, their investment thesis
involves finding companies that aren’t
always the first name you think of in a given
sector. They call this Second Level
Thinking. That’s second level, not secondhand or second-rate and the attached PDF <here> highlights some of the companies they have selected
in their portfolio allocation. Typically, EdgePoint holds between 30 and 35 different names in their global
portfolios, all carefully selected based on Price/Earnings multiples which are more attractive than the
obvious choice. So PriceSmart not Costco, TE Connectivity not Tesla, or Fujitsu not Microsoft.
When a stock is obvious and known to everyone, its price reflects the consensus of opinion. It is therefore
fully valued and owning it does not differentiate you from the crowd and investment returns can then be
only average, and have the same volatility as everyone else who also owns those investments. Adding
alpha (outperformance) to any investment outcome, requires owning different securities and ones that
are expected to do better over time. It is our view that EdgePoint is one of these firms, whose proprietary
approach to stock selection means they are very different than the market itself. We are confident in their
fund management teams and see their inclusion in our asset models as integral to delivering a better
investment outcome over time.
I will be Zooming and/or conference calling with you over the summer months and look forward to
speaking with you about EdgePoint and what Second Level Thinking means to your retirement portfolio.

Be safe, be well!
Martin Weiler
519-546-5088

